We describe a modified three-flat method. In a Cartesian coordinate system, a flat can be expressed as the sum of even-odd, odd-even, even-even, and odd-odd functions. The even-odd and the odd-even functions of each flat are obtained first, and then the even-even function is calculated. All three functions are exact. The odd-odd function is difficult to obtain. In theory, this function can be solved by rotating the flat 900, 450, 22.50, etc. The components of the Fourier series of this odd-odd function are derived and extracted from each rotation of the flat. A flat is approximated by the sum of the first three functions and the known components of the odd-odd function. In the experiments, the flats are oriented in six configurations by rotating the flats 1800, 900, and 450 with respect to one another, and six measurements are performed. The exact profiles along every 450 diameter are obtained, and the profile in the area between two adjacent diameters of these diameters is also obtained with some approximation. The theoretical derivation, experiment results, and error analysis are presented.
Introduction
In a Fizeau interferometer, two flats face each other and form a cavity. Interference fringes reveal the optical path difference (OPD) of the cavity, and hence the relative flatness. In the traditional three-flat method, 2 the flats are compared in pairs. By rotating the flats with respect to each other, the exact profiles along several diameters of each flat are obtained. A method with more flats and more combinations has been proposed. 3 However, with both methods, only the profiles along some straight lines can be solved. Several methods have been proposed to measure the flatness of the entire surface." All these methods involve tremendous calculations in the least-squares sense. Thus, the fine structure of the surface tends to disappear.
In our previous paper 9 we modified the tree-flat method and used the symmetry properties of the odd and the even functions, especially when the functions were rotated or flipped, to calculate the entire profile of each flat with eight measurements. The number of measurements was twice that of the traditional three-flat method. In this paper we reduce the number of measurements to six. Again every point
Theory
A function F(x, y) in a Cartesian coordinate system can be expressed as the sum of an even-odd, and odd-even, an even-even, and an odd-odd function as follows:
F(x, y) = Fee + Fo + Foe + F, (1) where 4 (2) Because the flats are facing each other, one flat is flipped. If two flats are F(x, y) and G(x, y), and the flat G(x, y) is flipped in x, then the OPD that is measured equals F(x, y) + G(-x, y). For conve- The subscripts 2oddO and 2evenO represent the sum of the odd terms of F 0 o, 2 0 and the sum of the even terms of Foo, 2 0 , respectively. In Eqs. (7), the subscript 40 indicates that F,2eveno has a fundamental frequency of 4 (i.e., a period of 900 respectively, where i, m = odd and j, n = even. In general, a Fourier series includes infinite frequencies, and practically only a part of the frequencies can be solved. The profile can only be approximated by the sum of the known components of the Fourier series, and hence the error occurs.
F.(X y) F(x, y) + F(-xy) + F(x, -y) + F(-x, -y) F..(x y) F(x,y) -F(-x,y) -F(x, -y) + F(-x, -y)
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Because the odd-even, even-odd, and even-even parts of a flat can be solved easily, as shown in the next section, here we focus only on F 00 (x, y). For the points on a circle centered at the origin, an odd-odd function in a Cartesian coordinate system is an odd function of 0 in a polar coordinate system and has a period of 1800. The function F 0 O(x, y) can be expressed as a Fourier sine series as follows: 
where the terms on the right-hand side are defined in Eqs. (7) and (9) (8) . In the next section, we show that the 2oddO and 4odd0 terms can be solved by rotating the flat 900 and 450, respectively. In theory, the higher-order terms can be derived by rotating the flat at a smaller angle. For example, the 8oddO term can be determined by rotating the flat 22.50. Therefore the entire frequencies of the odd-odd part of a flat can be obtained. It should be noted that in this paper, no Fourier series is used to derive the surface. The Fourier series are given here to provide an insight to the limitation of this method. The surface is obtained with simple arithmetic instead.
Algorithm
In this section, we make use of the fact that the sign (7) changes after a rotation to solve the odd-even, evenodd, and even-even parts of a flat first and then the C written as Therefore all the odd-even and the even-odd parts of the three flats can be obtained easily as given below:
To cancel all with the odd-even and the even-odd parts from M 1 , M 5 , and M 6 , one can rotate the data 1800 with the rotation operation defined in Eqs. (4). We define ml, 
If a flat has only the odd-odd component, the 2oddO
term can be obtained easily by subtracting two measurements that are obtained before and after the flat is rotated 900 with respect to the other flat, such as Ml and M 3 . Because of the subtraction, the contribution of the surface not rotated is removed, the 2evenO term of the rotated surface is canceled, and only the 2oddO term remains. This is equivalent to the technique that opticians have used for years to determine the astigmatic error of a flat. Because all of the even-even, even-odd, and oddeven parts of each flat are obtained, we can subtract 
The above equations can be simplified as given below: According to Eqs. (7) and (8), the 2evenO term of 
The above equations can also be simplified as given 
By using Eq. (12), all the 4oddO terms from Eqs. (12) and (24) can be obtained as given below: Therefore for the odd-odd part of a flat, the sum of one half of the Fourier sine series (i.e., the 2oddO term) is obtained from the 90° rotation group. The other half is further divided into two halves, and one of them (i.e., the 4oddO term) is obtained from the 45°r otation group. After each rotation, one half of the unknown components of the Fourier sine series of the odd-odd function is obtained. In theory, the higherorder terms can be derived by rotating the flat at a smaller angle. For example, the 8oddO term can be determined by rotating the flat 22.50. Therefore the entire frequencies of the odd-odd part of a flat and hence the entire surface are obtained. In practice, a rotation angle of less than 45° may cause errors in the measurement results, because of the difficulty in the interpolation for the points that are not on the nodes of the square gride and because of the lengthy measurement period. In summary, if the odd-odd parts of the surfaces can be approximated by 2oddO and 4oddO terms, the six-measurement algorithm recovers the flats, and the three flats can be approximated by the equations where all the terms on the right-hand side are obtained from Eqs. (15), (17), (22), and (25) . It should be noted that those four equations use simple arithmetic without a Fourier transform or least squares. The algorithm of this modified three-flat method is summarized and given in the following list:
1. The six measurements according to Fig. 2 
The flats approximated by Eq. (26).
Simulation
In simulation, the six measurements can be generated from three hyperthetic flats. The three flats are then reconstructed with the algorithm. The component of the highest angular frequency in the first 36 Zernike polynomials" is sin(40). When the three hyperthetic flats are originally generated by using the first 36 Zernike polynomials, the three reconstructed flats are exactly equal to the three original hyperthetic flats, except for the errors resulting from limited quantization levels. This shows that the six-measurement algorithm recovers the flats as long as the odd-odd parts of the surfaces can be approximated by 2oddO and 4oddO terms. If the three hyperthetic flats are generated from higherorder Zernike polynomials, all the even-even, evenodd, odd-even, 2oddo, and 4oddO terms can still be recovered. However, the reconstructed surface is missing all sin(8n0) terms, where n = 1, 2, 3, .... To recover the higher-order terms, more measurements with a smaller rotation angle are needed.
Although both 2oddO and 4oddO terms include a broad spectrum of the Fourier sine series, the two terms do not cover the entire spectrum, and hence the error occurs when a surface has a white spectrum, such as the spectrum of a steep spike. If we let one of the three hyperthetic flats, for instance flat C, have a local error, then its reconstructed flat C' has some errors. Figure 3 shows that flat C has a Gaussian shape bump, 1X peak to valley (pv), centered at (0.87, 33.75) in a polar coordinate system, where the pupil of flat C defines a unit circle. The full width at 1/e of the bump is 20% of the pupil diameter. The shape of this bump is difficult to represent with Zernike polynomials. The fit error is 0.063X (rms) and 0.674X (pv). Flat C' reconstructed with the six-measurement algorithm and flat C" obtained from the first 36 Zernike polynomials are also shown in Fig. 3 . Flat C' shows a ripple of sin(80). A comparison of flat C' with flat C shows that the ripple is 0.024X (rms) and 0.110X (pv). It should be noted that with the proposed algorithm, if the width of the bump is wider or the center of the bump is not at M*11.25', m = odd integer, the error of flat C' is much smaller or even equal to zero. late with a 486 computer. Figure 6 is the surface profiles of the three flats derived. It is clear that there are two spikes in flat B, in about the 11 o'clock direction. In Fig. 5 , under close examination, we can see these two spikes at the corresponding locations in M 1 6 , i.e., in roughly the 1 o'clock direction in Ml, M 2 , M 3 , and M 4 , and in roughly the 11 o'clock direction in M 6 . (These spikes can be seen easily in a scanning map, which is not shown here, but the spikes are not so obvious in Fig. 5 .) This clearly shows that the fine structure of a flat is preserved and can be seen with this algorithm. In Figs. 5 and 6 it should be noted 
Discussion
To analyze the error, the data arrays of the three flats in Fig. 6 are inserted into Eqs. (13) to generate six reconstructed measurements. Using the same algorithm, we reobtain profiles of the three flats. The three reobtained or reconstructed flats are similar to their corresponding flats in Fig. 6 . The difference between two corresponding flats is small and close to the quantization error of the interferometer. However, the difference between the two corresponding measurements of the six measurements and the six reconstructed measurements is not small. In theory, if the flats and the environment remain unchanged during the multiple measurements, the two corresponding measurements should have no difference. This difference represents the measurement reproducibility error, which is mainly due to the changes in the environment during the long period of measurements and the changes of the surfaces during the rotation manipulation. This error can also be observed by the following procedure. First perform a measurement with two flats. Then remove the flats, replace them in the original orientation, and perform a second measurement. The difference between the two measurements is the measurement reproducibility error. For an environment that is not well controlled, this is the dominating error source compared with other error sources as described below.
Because both 2oddO and 4oddO terms include a broad spectrum of the Fourier sine series, the fine structure on a test flat can be seen in the resulting surface. However, because the two terms do not include the entire spectrum of the Fourier series, the reconstructed surface may have errors. This error is prominent for a flat with steep spikes, as shown in Fig. 3 . Moreover, the rotation operation [ ]45 in Eqs. (23) and (25) requires interpolation for the points not on the nodes of a square grid array. This may also introduce small errors. The decentering of the rotation and the flip operations may be another error source. In experiments, the six measurements have different tilts and pistons. Because the tilt and the piston are not of interest, they can be subtracted from Eqs. (13) or (15). This does not affect the rest of the equations. From the experiments, we find that the measurement reproducibility error is the major limiting factor of the accuracy of this method. For the three flats, there are four basic configurations. 4 However, this method has six measurements. It becomes an overconstrained condition, and one can use an iteration method to reduce this measurement reproducibility error.
It is interesting to compare this method with the traditional three-flat method. If the flat is shrunk to a straight-line body along the y-axis, only four out of the set of six measurements are left, as follows: From Ml, M 5 , and M 6 , we are able to solve A(y), B(y) , and C(y). This resembles the traditional three-flatmethod result. It can be shown that for a twodimensional flat, if only the profiles along the diame-ters are of interest, the four measurements, Ml, M 4 , M 5 , and M 6 , are necessary for solving the exact profiles along the diameter of every 450 angle. No approximation is used for these diameters; the profiles along the diameters are obtained exactly, regardless of the profile of the flat. Adding two more measurements, the profile in the area between two adjacent diameters of these diameters is also obtained with some approximation; i.e., the odd-odd part of a flat is approximated by 2oddO and 4oddO terms. The other three parts are obtained exactly. If a measurement with a smaller rotation angle is taken, the higher-order component can be obtained. In theory, if the angle is infinitesimal, all the components, and hence the exact profile of the entire flat, can be acquired.
Conclusion
Using the symmetry properties of odd and even functions, the flat is decomposed to four components: odd-even, even-odd, even-even, and odd-odd. The first three are obtained easily. The odd-odd one can be analyzed as a Fourier sine series and is divided into several groups. For a flat, the higher frequency components of the Fourier series are small in general. The odd-odd function can be well approximated by the 2oddO and the 4oddO terms. It should be noted that the 2oddO and the 4oddO terms are obtained with simple arithmetic instead of a Fourier transform.
In conclusion, the flat is calculated using simple arithmetic without a Fourier series expansion, least squares, or a Zernike fit. With six measurements, the profiles along the four diameters of a flat are exact: 0, 450, 900, and 1350. The relationship among these profiles is also defined exactly. Because the flat is approximated by the sum of the odd-even, even-odd, and even-even functions and the known components of the odd-odd function, the area between two adjacent diameters is missing sin(8n0) components, where n = 1, 2, 3 .... These higherorder terms can be derived by rotating the flats at smaller angles. As long as the odd-odd parts of the surfaces can be approximated by 2oddO and 4oddO terms, the six-measurement algorithm can be used to measure the flats.
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